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1. Introduction 
In the study of existence of periodic solutions and almost periodic solutions as 
well as behavior of limiting sets of solutions of ordinary differential equations, the 
uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness of solutions are frequently 
needed [1—4,9]. These properties of solutions can be regarded as either the instability 
of infinity or a special case of some kind of stability of a set. Therefore, there exists 
a close relation between Lyapunov's direct method and the boundedness of solutions. 
A typical result showing this relation is Theorem 10.4 in [3]. In this theorem the 
uniform ultimate boundedness is guaranteed by the existence of an appropriate 
Lyapunov function having a negative definite derivative along the solutions. How-
ever, in practice it is very difficult to construct such a Lyapunov function. For example, 
for mechanical systems the total mechanical energy, which is a typical Lyapunov 
function, never has a negative definite derivative along the motions with respect to 
the generalized coordinates. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the boundedness and ultimate boundedness 
of solutions of nonautonomous differential equations by Lyapunov's direct method 
when the derivative of the Lyapunov function along the solutions is only semidefinite. 
The results generalize V. M . MATROSOV'S theorem [5] on the asymptotic stability 
to the boundedness of solutions. An application is given to the boundedness of the 
motions of a holonomic scleronomic mechanical system of n degrees of freedom 
being under the action of potential, dissipative and gyroscopic forces. 
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2. Notations and definitions 
Consider the system 
(2.1) x=X(t,x), 
where (/, JC)€R+XR", R+=[0, ») and X: R + X R " - R " is continuous. Throughout 
this paper, for simplicity, we assume that for any (t0, jt0)£R+XRn, there exists a 
unique solution x(t; t0, x0) of (2.1) through (i„, x0) defined for all t^t0. 
Def in i t ion 2.1 [3]. A solution x(t; t0, x„) of (2.1) is bounded, if 
sup |x(/; t0, x0)|< oo. 
<BIO 
The solutions of (2.1) are uniformly bounded (U.B.) if for every a > 0 there exists 
a /?(a)>0 such that [i«sO, |x0 |<a, / s i 0 ] imply |x(f; t0, xa)\<fl(ct). 
The, solutions of (2.1) are equiultimately bounded (E.U.B.) for some bound B 
if for every a=-0 and there exists a T(t0, a )>0 such that [|*0 |<a, + 
+ T(t0, a)] imply t0, x0)\^B. 
The solutions of (2.1) are uniformly ultimately bounded (U.U.B.) for some bound 
B if for every a > 0 there exists a T(a)>0 such that [i0sO, |x0 |<a, i ^ / 0 + r ( a ) J 
imply |x(i;/0 , x0)|<J?. 
By a pseudo wedge W we mean a continuous and strictly increasing function 
W: R + —R + with tV(r)>~0 if /•>0. A pseudo wedge W is called unbounded if 
lim W(r)= + tt. 
T-*-oo 
Denote by [a]+ and [a]_ the positive and negative part of the real number a, 
respectively, that is, [a]+ =max {a, 0}, [a]_ =max {—a, 0}. 
Def in i t i on 2.2 [5]. A measurable function X: R + —R+ is said to be integrally 
positive if f X{t)dt—oo holds on every set J= | J [am, such that am<bm^am+1 
and bm—ams<5>0 (w=l ,2 , . . . ) for a constant ¿>0. 
Def in i t i on 2.3 [7]. A measurable function X: R + —R + is said to be weakly 
oo 
integrally positive if for every ¿>0, J > 0 and for every set J= (J [am, bm] with 
m = l 
am+Srsbm^am+l<bm+A \m=1,2,'...) the relation f X(t)dt=<~ holds. 
j 
Lemma 2.1. If a measurable function X: R + —R + is integrally positive, then 
for every a > 0 and ¿ > 0 there exists a positive integer K(a, S) such that for every 
K 
set J= U [am,bm] with am<am+6sbm^am+1 for we have 
m = l 
j k(f)dts=a 
j 
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Proof . It is easy to see that A is integrally positive if and only if for every 5 > 0 
the inequality 
t+t 
(2.2) liminf f AO) ds>0 I CO J t 
holds. Consequently, for any given ¿ > 0 there are T=T(5)>0 and /¿(<5)>0 




Let a > 0 and ¿ > 0 be given, and define *(a,<5)=[r(«5)/.5] + l+[a//iG5)]+l, 
where [a] denotes the integer part of a£R, that is, [a]=max {z: z is an integer with 
zSa}. Then the number K(a, <5) has the property mentioned in the assertion. 
The following assertion can be easily proved by making use of (2.2). 
Lemma 2.2. If a measurable function A: R+—R+ is integrally positive, then 
t 
(2.3) lim jf A = cc 
«0 
uniformly with respect to t0£ R+. 
Remark 2.1. The property of weak integral positivity and property (2.3) are 
independent of one another. E.g. A(/) = 1/(1 + 0 is weakly integrally positive, but 
it does not satisfy (2.3) and so it is not integrally positive. On the other hand, weak 
integral positivity and (2.3) together do not imply integral positivity. E.g., the function 
fl/ci + o 1/2 
( i ) \ l 71+1/2 < i < H+l 
is weakly integrally positive and satisfy (2.3) but it is not integrally positive. 
With a continuous function V: R+XRn—R we associate the function 
J W = limsup(1 /h){V(t+h, x+hX(t, x))-V(t, x)}, 
which called the derivative of V with respect to (2.1). 
It can be proved (see [3], p. 3) that if V is locally Lipschitz, then for an arbitrary, 
solution jc(r) of (2.1) we have 
V(t„x(t2))-V(t1,x(t1))= ¡V(t, x(t))dt, (t1} /2€R+). 
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3. The theorems and their proofs 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that there exist nonnegative constants B and D, non-
negative locally Lipschitz functions V(t, x), P(t, x) and continuous K(t, x) defined for 
t^O, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) H{(\x\)^V(t, where Wx and W% are unbounded pseudo wedges; 
(ii) the derivative of V with respect to (2.1) satisfies the inequality 
(3.1) T W . * ) ^ - * ( * , * ) for i s 0, |*| SJB; 
(in) for each M>B there are k=k(M)>0 and H=H(M)^0 such that 
[t^0,BrS\x\sM,P(t,x)^H] imply K(t,x)Sk; 
(iv) for each M>B there exists an L(M)>0 such that [/SO, B^\x\^M, 
H(M)^P(t,x)^2H(M)] imply P{2A)(t, x)sL(M); 
(v) for each M>B there is a T(M)>0 such that for any solution x(t) of (2.1) 
with B^\x(t)\^M and P(t,x(t))^2H(M) for t0^t^t0+T(M) there exists 
h+T{M)] with |x(i)|<D. 
Then the solutions of(2.1) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Proof. For any a>0, define /?(a) = H£-1(P^(max {B, a})). It is easy to prove 
that [?0sO, |x0l—al imply |x(i; t0> x0)l —/?(«) for t^t0. Therefore, the solutions 
of (2.1) are U.B. Throughout the remainder of this proof we use the notations x(t) = 
=x(t;t0,x0), V(t) = V(t, x(t)) and ?(0=?(«.i)(f. *(0> 
To prove the uniform ultimate boundedness, we consider the following two 
cases: 
(a) there exists a t2^t0 with I J C ^ I =B; 
(b) | x ( f ) | s * for all i s / 0 . 
In case (a) |x(f)N0(5) for mt2. 
In case (b) we have V(t)^-K(t,x(t)) for all mt0. By (iii) there exist k= 
=fc(jS(a))>0 and H=H(P(ct))>0 such that P(t,x(t))s=H implies K(t, x(tj)s?k. 
Let i^t0 be fixed, and choose a constant S=S(a)>W2(j}(a))/k. Then by (3.1) 
the nonnegativeness of V implies the existence of a ?+5(a)] such that 
P{t3,x(t3j)<H. By (v), there exists T= T(P(a))>0 such that if P(t,x(t))<2H 
for i£[/3, t3+T], then there is an with |x(i) |<D, which implies 
\x(t)\<P(D) for ts=t3+T, especially, for i s i + 5 + T . 
Therefore, only two cases may occur: 
(bO P(t,x(t))^2H for all t£[t3,t3+T]. 
In this case, |x(f)| <£(!>) for f s f + r + S . 
(ba) there exists ?4€[/3, t3+T\ with P(t4, x(t^2H. 
In this case, there are tB, t8 such that f 8 </ 6 <i 6 Si 4 , P(tB,x(tB))=ff, P(te, x(t6))= 
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-2H and H<P(t,x{t))<2H for i 5 <i< i 6 . By (iv), we get te-t6^H/L(P(jx)). 
On the other hand, by 1>(t ) s -K{ t , x(t))^-k for t£[ts, i6] we obtain 
(3.2) V(ts) ^ V(t,)-kH/L(m)-
Since in case (b) V(t)^-K(t, x(t))^0 for all t^t0, we get 
SV(i)—kH/L(P(a)). Let l=ta+m(S+T), where m is a nonnegative integer. 
Then from the argument above we get either 
(cm) |x ( f ) |S max (0(2?),/?(/>)} for t ^ t0+(m+l)(S+T), 
or 
(dm) V(t0+(m+l)(S+T))^V(t0+m(S+T))-kH/L(m)-
Choose a positive integer N=N(a) such that 
(3.3) N(a)kH/L(ft(a)) > W«))-
Then by the nonnegativeness of V, (dm) holds for at most m=0,1 , . . . , N— 1, and 
thus |x(i) l<max{P(B),P(D)} for t=st0+N(S+T). This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. Using the same argument as one above, the comparison method 
and Lemma 2.1, we can prove the following assertion: 
If conditions (i), (iii)—(v) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and if for each M > B 
there exists a weakly integrally positive function AM: R + —R + such that 
V(2.i)(t, x) S -XM(t)K(t, x)+F(t, V(t, x)) for t s 0 
and B^\x\^M, where F: R + X R + - » R + is continuous, the solutions of z=F(t, z) ' oo 
are uniformly bounded, and f sup F{t, for rsO, then the solutions 0 OSzSr 
of (2.1) are U.B. and E.U.B. If, in addition, AM is integrally positive, then the solu-
tions of (2.1) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Remark 3.2. If conditions (i), (iii) and (v) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and if 
(a) ^ . D ^ ^ s - A i O ^ ^ + F ^ , for i sO and where 
A: R+->-R+ is measurable and satisfies condition (2.3), and F is of the same kind 
as in Remark 3.1; 
(b) for any M > 0 there exists a ¿¿=/i(M)>0 such that H(M 
^P(t,x)^2H(M)] imply 
*) ^ -/^W*. x)+F(t, V(t, x)), 
then the solutions of (2.1) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
5 
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To prove this remark it is sufficient to replace (3.2) and (3.3) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 by 
V(t6) ^ V(t6)-n(№)H(m)+ / m a x { F ( i , z):.0 S z s W2(fi(a))}dt 
and . ' 
oo 
Nii(m)H{m) > W2(m)+f max{F(t, z): 0 S z ^W2{p(a))}dt, 
o 
respectively. 
Remark 3.3. Condition (iv) in Theorem 3.1 can be weakened as follows: for 
t 
any M > B there exists a continuous function LM: R+—R* such that J LM is 
o 
uniformly continuous on [0, and either 
[P(2.i)(<> x)]+ S LM(t) for t £ 0, B s |*| s M and H(M) s P(t, x) 2H(M), 
or 
[P(2.i)C, * ) ] - ^ LM{t) for / S O , Bs\x\sM and H(M) 35 P(t, x) s 2 H(M)m 
Remark 3.4. Condition (i) in Theorem 3.1 can be replaced by 0 
=§ W2(\x\) if the solutions of (2.1) are U.B. 
Example 3.1. Consider a Liinard equation with forcing term 
(3.4) x+f(x)x+g(t,x) = e(t), 
where f(x), g(t,x), dg(t,x)/dt and e(t) are continuous for (t, x ) € R + x R and 
oo 
/ |e(s)|ife<oo. Besides, we assume that there exist unbounded pseudo wedges 
o 
WX,W2, a continuous W3: R+—R+ with W3(r)>0 for r > 0 and an integrally 
positive function X: R + -*R + such that 
, f g f r x y d x ^ t w 1*1), 
- . • . o 
g(t, x)F(x)- f(dg(t, r)/dt) dr ^ l{i)W*(\x\), 
0 
x ' 
where F(x)=J f{s)ds. Obviously,(3.4) is equivalent to . 
0 
(3.5) x = y-F(x), y=-g(t,x)+e(t). ' • " 
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Let K(r, *,;>>)=[/+2 / g(t, r)dr]xl*+ J \e(s)\ds, then 
o- » 
' EO 
+2Wx(\x\)]W s? F(f, y) ^ №+2W,(\x\)fl*+ f |e(j)| ds 
o 
W ' . y) ^ - m w M w + w i m r ^ . 
Let K(t,x,y)=Wa(\x\)[y2+2W2(\x\)]-1l\ P(t,x,y)=\x\, B=1 and H= 1. Then 
for each A f > l and for /SO, l s l x l + lyl^Af and | x |S l , we have K(t, x,y)h 
smin{^ 3 ( r ) : I S r s A f } (M2+2W2(M))~1'\ Therefore, conditions (i)—(iv) of 
Theorem 3.1 hold (see also Remark 3.1). Now we check condition (v). 
Let £=max{|F(x) | + l : I*|s2}, D=E+2, and for M > 1 define T(M)= 
=2M+1. Suppose that (jt(f), y(t)) is a solution of (3.5) with 1 s= |x(0l + I .KOI =M 
and |* ( f ) | s2 for /£[*„, ta+T(M)l If W 0 l + b ( 0 l ^ £ + 2 for all t£[t0, t0+T(M)], 
then e.g. y(t)^E, and consequently x(t)=y(t)~ F(x(t))^E- max F(x)^ 
S l . Hence we obtain the inequality 2M^\x(t0+T(M))-x(t0)\^T(M)=2M+l, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, there is an i€|>0, i0+T(Ai)] with |JC(S)| + 
-f \y(s)\<D=E+2, i.e. condition (v) in Theorem 3.1 holds. 
Consequently, under our conditions the solutions of (3.5) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Notice that if P(t, x)=|JC|,' then condition (iv) in Theorem 3.1 can be dropped. 
(Indeed, if condition (i>—(iii), (v) are satisfied for P(t, x)=|x| , then all the con-
ditions of the theorem are satisfied for the new auxiliary function P(t, x)—F(t, x). 
If, in addition, H in (iii) is constant, then (v) obviously holds. This special case initi-
ates the following generalization of T . YOSHIZAWA'S theorem ( [3] , Theorem 1 0 . 4 ) : 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that there exist a constant B^O, a locally Lipschitz 
function V(t,x) and a continuous function K(t,x) defined for /SO and 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) where and W2 are unbounded psetido wedges;, 
(") ^(2.1)(t,x)zS-A(t)X(t,x) for m0 and where X: R + - R + is 
i 
measurable.with lim f A(si)ds=°= for any /0s0,-
1~*oo J »0 
(iii) for each M>B there exists &(M)>0 such that B^\x\^.M implies 
K(t,x)^k(M). 
Then the solutions of (2.1) are V.B. and E.U.B. I f , in addition, X satisfies condition 
(2.3), then the solutions of (2.1) are U.B. andU.U.B. 
Proof . For any a >0, define $(<*)= ^ - 1 ( ^ ( m a x {B, a}). Le tx ( i ; t0,x0) be 
a solution of (2.1) with Then |jc(i; /„, Xo)l-=fi(a) for all t s t 0 , i.e. the 
solutions are U.B. 
5* 
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For a given i0sO choose T(t0, a)=-0 such that . . , " . 
/ hs) ds > w2{m)ik{m)-
It is easy to prove that |x(i; t0, x0)\<P(B) for all t^t0+T(t0, a). 
The second conclusion can bfc proved ¡similarly. 
The following theorem is a generalization ofV- M . MATROSOV'S stability theorem 
[5] to the boundedness of solutions. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that there exist a constant. B^O and nonnegative lo-
cally Lipschitz functions V(t,x), W(t, x), P(t,x),a continuous function F(t, u) defined 
for is0, «2=0 and such that 
(i) where Wi and JV2 are unbounded pseudo wedges; 
(ii) for every M>B there is a measurable function ).M: R+-*R+ such that 
K(2.i)(f, x) == -XM(t)P(t, x)+F(t, V(t,x)) for i g 0 and B \x\ M, 
where, • 
(a) AM is weakly integrally positive; 
CO 
(b) the solutions of the equation z—F(t, z) are U.B., and f [ sup F(t, z)l dt< <=° 
,. $ ofirsf : 
for every r>0 ; 
(iii) for every M>B there exists a continuous function LM: R+->-R+ t 
such that J LM is uniformly continuous on R+ and either •*)]+= 
or iP^t! x)UsLM(t) for mO, 
(iv) for every M>B there exists a constant A(M)>0 such.that \W(t, JC)|S 
••£A{M) for m0 -and B^\x\nM't. <. v.. f 
(v) there exists a constant D^B and for any Mo-B.there exists a continuous 
function W3\ R+ -»R+ with W3(r)^0 for r^D stick that 
max {P(/, x), itfk.DO, *)l} £ W3(\x\) for i S O and D^k |jc| =S M. 
... : \ .,,: j j; \ ' . 
Then the solutions of (2.1) are U.B. andE.U.B. I f , in addition, kM(t)is integrally 
positive, then the solutions of (2A) are U.B. and U.U,B. c 
Proof . First we show that under the assumptions of the theorem condition 
(v) in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. ' , . , ' ' 
For any M>D, choose 0 sueih that W3(r) 
and define; T(M)=[2A(M)+ l]/a. Let x(i) be a solutionof (2.1.),with sM 
and P(t,x(t))s2H(M) for i€[f0, t0+T(M)]. If \x(t)\^D for all t0+T(M)] 
then according to condition (v) we get x(i)) |sa , .hence 2A(M)s 
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\W(tQ+T(M)l x(t0+T(M)))-W:(t0i x(t9))\*z<x.T(M)=2A(M)+l, which is a contra^ 
diction. Therefore, condition (v) of Theorem 3.1 holds. 
An application of Theorem '311, Remark 3.1 and Remark 3.3 completes the 
proof. 
Remark 3.5. Condition (v) of Theorem 3.3 can be weakened by asking there 
is a constant DmB such that, for every M>D there are J?2(M)>0 and a con-
tinuous function ¡iM: R+ —R+ with property (2.3) and such that [isO, 
P(t,x)^B2] imply I ^ D ^ ^ I s ^ i i ) . 
Ah application of this theorem to a holoriomic scleronomic mechanical system 
will be given in Section 4. 
As we have seen so far, the key step in the application of Theorem 3.1 is to 
check condition (v). Now we establish a sufficient condition for this property by 
Lyapunov's direct method. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that there exist / /0>0, D>~B and a locally Lipschitz 
function Q(t,x) defined on the set {(;, x): isO, P(t, x)^2H0} such that 
(i) for each M>D there are continuous functions y,g: R+-»R and a number 
t 
H£(0, Ha] such that y has property (2.3), the function j [g(j)]+i/s is bounded on R+ , 
o 
and [t^0,D^\x\^M,P(t,x)^2H] imply Q^t,x)^-y(t)+g(t); 
(ii) for each Mi*D there exists L(M)>0 with \Q(t, x)\^L(M). for t^O 
and D^\x\^M. 
Then condition (v) of Theorem 3.1 holds with these numbers H and D. 
Proof. Let M > D be given and let a solution x(t) of (2.1) satisfy B^ \x ( t ) \ ^M 
and P(t,x(t))^2H(M) for t£[t0, t0+T(M)], where J(Af)>0 is a constant such 
that . . . - . ' . •••• 
»o+T(M) 
/ y(s)ds > 2 L ( M ) + f . [^(i)]+ ds for all /„ S 0. 
<„ o 
If |X(/)|SJD for t£[t0,t0+T(M)J, then we get 
. ' lo+nW 
-L(M) =5 Q(t0+T(M), x(t0+T(M))) == L(M)— f y(t)dt+ f [g(s)]+ ds 
' « 0 
which yields a contradiction to the choice of T(M). Consequently, there is 
([i0, /0+7(M)J with ¡x(s)I^D, and the proof is complete. 
Example 3.2. Consider the equation 
(3.6) x+'a(t)x+f(x) =•e(t) 
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and suppose that the continuous functions a, e: R + —R, / : R—R satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) a(f)sO for R+ , a is weakly integrally positive, and there exist constant 
tf>0, 0 such that [/os0, f s r ] imply (1/0 f a(s)dsSa; 
(ii) eeLi[0, «,); 
(iii) there is an r 0>0 such that xf(x)>0, | /(x)| > 0 provided |x|=-r0, and 
X 
F(x) = f f(s)ds-*°°, as |x| —oo. 
o 
Then the solutions of equation (3.6) and their derivatives are U.B. and E.U.B. 
If, in addition, the function a(t) is integrally positive, then the solutions and their 
derivatives are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Equation (3.6) is equivalent to the system 
(3.7) x = y, y = -f(x)-a(t)y+e(t). 
oo 
DeQne V(t,x,y)=[y2+2F(x)]l'2+J |e(i)|<fc. Then 
t 
V(3.„(/, x, y) ^-a(t)y2[y*+2F(x)]-V\ 
Choose K(t,x,y)=y2[y2+2F(x)]~112, P(t,x,y)=y2. Then 
y)]+ = [-f(x)y-a(t)y2+e(t)y]+ ^ |/(x)|b| + |e(0lbl-
Let B>0 be fixed arbitrarily. For M>B let ^TM=max {|/(x)|: 
and suppose B^\x\ + \y\^M. Then [t>(3.7)(t, x,^)]+^[ATM+|e(0l]M and 
J (KM+\e(s)\)Mds is uniformly continuous in R + . Consequently, conditions (i)—(iv) 
o 
of Theorem 3.1 (see also Remark 3.3) are met with arbitrary / />0, and the solutions 
are U.B. 
Now define D=r0+1, H0= 1/2, and 
a , . f y if * S r 0 , 
whose derivative is 
i-f(x)-a(t)y+e(t) if 
f(x)+a(t)y-e(t) if x S - r 0 . 
: 6(3.7) (U x, y) = J 
For a given M > D introduce the notation wi(M)=min{|/(x)|: By 
the conditions, m(M)>0, and [fsO, D^\x\ + \y\^M, y2^2H] imply the; ine-
quality 
< W > y) ^ - m ( M ) + f l ( / ) [ 2 ^ ' H e ( / ) . 
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Let H=min{j[m(M)l(a+l)]\ i } , y(t)=m(M)-(2Hfi2a(t) and g(0=[e(0i. 
Then x,y)s — y(t)+g(t) and for sufficiently large r > 0 , 
f y(t)dt — m(M)T—(2H)1/2 f a(t)dt^ m(M)a/(a+l)T-*oo 
'o >0 
as uniformly with respect to i0—0» and so all the conditions of Lemma 3.1 
are satisfied. 
This completes the proof. 
Consider now the system 
(3.8) x = X(t, x, y), y = Y(t, x, y) 
where y€R*; X: R+XR" , +*-Rm and Y: R + XR m + *-R* are continuous. 
The following theorem shows that the function Q in Lemma 3.1 can be constructed 
from the reduced subsystem 
(3.9) y = Y(t, 0, y). 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that 
(i) There exist constants B, H^O and a locally Lipschitz function V(t, x, y) 
defined for ts= 0 and + such that 
(a) Wi(|x| + | y | ) s F ( i , * , y ) s ^ ( W + |y|), where Wt and W2 are unbounded 
pseudo wedges; 
(b) for and + where X(t) is 
weakly integrally positive, K(x,y)^0 for + and for any M>B there 
exists A:(M)>0 such that K(x,y)^k(M) for B^,\x\ + \y\^M\ 
(ii) there exist a constant Bx>0, a continuous N: R+—R+ with N(s)>0 for 
s^Bx and a locally Lipschitz function Q(t,y) definedfor isO and |y| such that 
(c) 0^Q(t, where W3 is a pseudo wedge; 
(d) for \y\^Bx, where Wi is a pseudo wedge; 
(e) IQ(t,y)~Qit , y)\^N(max {\y\, |y|})|y-y|; 
(iii) for any 0 there exists £ (M)>0 such that \X(t, x, y)\^L(M) if 
W + | y | s M ; 
(iv) there exist continuous Px, Pa: R+—R+ with i i ( j ) > 0 for such that 
|7(f, y)-Y(t, 0,^IsPxdyDP.CW); 
(v)lim ^(r)/(i i(r)iV(r))=~. 
Then the solutions of (3.8) are U.B. and E.U.B. I f , in addition, A is integrally positive, 
then the solutions of (3.8) are U.B. and U.U.B. ' ~ 
Proof. Obviously, (i)—(iv) of Theorem 3.1 hold with P(t,x,y)=\x\. 
Choose D > 0 such that D-2H^Bif Wi(r)IN(r)Pi(r)^max{P2(s)\ \s\^2H}+\ 
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for s^D-2H. Then if D^\x\ + \y\^M, \x\^2H, then \у\щО-2Н^Вг, and 
thus 
6(..8)(f, У) S Й<з..)0, * ) + W W I ^ f , x,y)-Y(t, 0, y)\ ё -И£(Ы)+ 
^ - in f {Щг)Рг(г): Bt S r S M}. 
Therefore, condition (v) of Theorem 3.1 holds by Lemma 3.1, and so the proof is 
complete. 
Example 3.3. Consider now the system 
(3.10) *=М,х)+Ьу, у = f2(t, x)+dy+e(t), 
where Л, / 2 £C(R + XR, R) with Л(г, 0)=0, f2(t, 0)=0, e(t) is a bounded con-
tinuous function on R + with e^I^fO, b, d are constants with db^O. Besides, 
we assume 
(i) sup x~)\ + \f2(t, x)h /S0, | * | s A f } < ~ for any M>0; 
(ii) \dfxit, x)—bf2(t, x)]/x^«(x)>0 for i sO and x^O, where a is continuous 
and lim f a(r)rdr= 
о 
(iii) ifi(t, x)+dx][bf2(t, x)-df1(t, x)]-/ [(ddMt, r)/dt)-(bdf2(t, r)ldt)~] dr^ о 
pX(t)P(x), where A(0 is integrally positive, /? is continuous with /?(x)>0 if 
Under these conditions the solutions of (3.10) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Indeed, let 
V(t, x, y) = \(dx-byf+2 / Ш1, r) — b/2(t, r)] dr}1,2+b J \e(s)\ ds. 
о I 
Then 
V(3.io)0, x, y) S 
-№t,x)-d/1(t,xW10,x)+dxl+ ¡\d~Ut, r)~b-^f2(t,r)]dr : 
• g :—: ; : — — :—: :— ^ 




K(x, y) = fi(x) [(dx-by)42sup / [ d M t , r)-bMurydr]-1». 
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It is easy to prove that for any M > 0 there exists k=k(M)>0 such that 
[|x| + |y|==M, | x | s / / ] imply K(x, y)>k(M). Therefore, (i) of Theorem 3.4 holds. 
On the other hand, for the subsystem 
(3.11) y = dy+e(t) 
and for Q(t,y)—y2/2, N(r)=r, we have 
&z.u)(t,y)^d\y\[\y\+(Vd)sup\e(t)\]^ (1/2) dy* for | j | s - ( 2 / d ) s u p \e(t)\. 
tt-.o rso 
Therefore, after making the choice P1(r) = l, P2(/-)=sup {\f2(t, x)|: /SO, |x|3/"} 
all the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are met, and our assertion is true. 
Theorem 3.5. For system (3.8), suppose that 
(i) there exist continuous functions Plt P2: R+-*-R+ with Px(s)> 0 for s> 0 
such that |Y(t, x, y)—Y(t, 0, jONP^IyDP^xl); 
(ii) there exist a constant ^ > 0 and a locally Lipschitz function V^t, x, y) 
defined for / s 0, |x| s i ^ and y£Rk such that 
W1(\x\)^V1(t,x,y)^W2(\x\), 
x, for /SO, |*| s f i , and y£ R\ 
where Hi and W2 are unboundedpseudo wedges and W3: R+—R+ is continuous with 
W3(r)>0 for r^Bs, 
(iii) there exist a constant B2>0, a locally Lipschitz function V2(t,y) defined 
for t SO and | y | sP 2 , and a positive continuous function N: R+—R+ with N(r)> 0 
for rSP2 and such that 
Wi(\y\)^V2(t,y)^W5(\y\), 
IK(t, y)-V2(t,y)| S N(max {\y\, |y|})|y-y|, 
where Ws are unbounded pseudo wedges, Wa is nonnegative and continuous with 
,'iiU W«(r)/(N(r)Pi(r))= 
Then the solutions of (3.8) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Proof. First, we shall prove the uniform boundedness. For any a>max {¿?l5 B2), 
there exist p(oi), ^ (a ) and 02(oc)>O such that Wi(/?(a))>lf£(a), ^ 2 (a)>^(a)>a, 
fV6(s)/N(s) Px (i) - m a x P2(r) S 1 for and ^(i?2(a))>^(ft(a)). Then for 
any solution (x(/) ,y(t)) with |*(/0)|<a, and |y(/0)|«=a, we have x(t)<P(a) and 
|y(/)|<&(a) for / s / 0 . 
If this is not true, then only two cases may occur: 
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Case 1. There exist t^t^to with |y(OI =&(<*)> lyi'a)!=&(<*), A ( a ) < 
< b ( 0 l < w « ) for tç(tut2) and |x(i)|<£(a) for t£[t0,tj. 
Case 2. There exist t4>ts>t0 such that |x(i3)|=a, |JC(/4>| =y9(a), 
</?(«) for t£(t3, U) and |y(i) |S&(a) for t£[t3, U). 
In Case 1, for fÇfo, /2], we have 
KO) S - w e ( \ y ( t ) \ ) + tf(|y(OI)Pi(LKOI) JtfWOI) S 
Therefore, Wt(fa(a))*Vt(tt, y(tJ)*Vt(tlt yitjfi^Wsfaia)). This contradicts 
In Case 2, for te[t3, f4], we have \\(t, x(t), y ( 0 ) ë 0 , thus 
Wi(/K<*)) S x(i4), y(i4)) S Vi(t3, x(i3), y(f3)) S 
which contradicts 
Therefore, |x(i; i0, x0, y0)|</î(a) and \y(t; t0, x0, y0)\^Pz(<x) for if 
|x0 |<a and | j 0 | <a . This completes the proof of uniform boundedness. 
Let v1(a)=min{PF3(r): Bx+ l=ir=S/3(a)}. and T1(a)=PF2(a)/v1(a). If | x ( / ) | s 
1 holds for iÇ[/0,1] (i^-to+T^a)) then 
1) — *(Q, HO) s ^(io, x(t0), yOoiï-v^aXï-to) < 
<^(a)-v 1 (a)%(a) /v J (a) = 0, 
which yields a contradiction. Therefore, there exists t5€[t0, i0+7i(a)] with |x(f6) |ë 
1. Following the same argument as in the proof of uniform boundedness, 
we get |x(OI<£(£i+l) for t^ts, especially for i s i 0 + 7 1 (a). 
Choose B3>B2 with lF6(4W(7)ii(>)-max {P2(r): I r H / S ^ + l ^ s l for 
î è B 3 . If |y(0|s2?3 for i s i 0 +7i(a) , then there exists v2(a)>0 such that 
i i ( I H 0 l M l H 0 l ) ^ v 2 ( a ) , and so 
Therefore, if | y ( 0 | s B 3 for /€[i0+71(o!), i0+7i(a) + ?], then 
V ^ + T M + h y(/0+21(a)+?)) : s 
^ ^ ( ' o + ^ i a ) , y(r0+2î(a)))-va(a)ï S ^ (^(a) ) -v 2 (a ) ï . 
If f s r 2 (a ) , where T2(«)=(^0?2(a))-^(53)) /v a(a) , then 
W4(B3) s K2(/0 +71(a)+ ?, yito + TM + ï)) < Ws(/?2(a)) — v2(a)T2(a) s W4(B3), 
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which yields a contradiction. Therefore, there exists iB€['o+7i(a)> 'o+?i(a)+7à(a)] 
with and thus |x(f8)|<.B4 and |j(/6) |<fi4 , where fi4=max {B3, 
p ( 1 » . This implies |x(f)l<0CB4) and \y(t)\^P2(Bi) for iSi0+7i(a)4-r2(a). 
This completes the proof. 
Sometimes in practice it is very difficult to find a Lyapunov function satisfying 
the condition V^t, x, y)^W2(\x\) (see Example 3.4). Now we give a modification 
of Theorem 3.5 asking the much milder property V^t, x, y)^W2(\x\ + \y\). 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that 
(i) conditions (i), (iii) of Theorem 3.5 hold; 
(ii) there exist a constant B^0 and a continuous function f>i(t, x, y) defined 
for mO, (x,y)£ Rm+fc and such that 
^1(3.8)0, *> y) ^ -W3(x, y), 
where Wx and W2 are unbounded pseudo wedges, and W3: Rm+,t-«-R+ is continuous 
and 1*1 implies W3(x, >0; 
(iii) for any 0 there exists L(M)>0 such that [isO, |x| + |.y|^M] imply 
\X(t,x,y)\^L{M)-, 
Then the solutions of (3.8) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Proof. Obviously, by (ii) for any a>0, if |x0| + |^0 |<a, then |x(i; t0, x0, y0)< 
<W1~1(W2 (a))=fi (a) provided that (x(i; t0,x0,y0), y(t; t0,x0,y0)) exists. Following 
the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, there exists /?2(a)>0 such that 
IK'; 'o > > .Fo) I < & («) provided that |x0| +1 Jol < a and (x(i ; t0,x0,y0),y(t; t0,x0,y0)) 
exists. Then the solutions of (3.8) are U.B. Throughout the remainder of the proof 
denote x(t)=x(t; t0, x0,y0), y(t)=y(t; t0, x0,y0). 
Let T 1 ( a )=W l {p{a )+PM) / r^{W t (x ,yy .B i +l^ \x \^m, I T h e n 
by (ii), for any Zsr0 there is a î+7i(a)] with |x(/1)l<51+1. 
Suppose that for all i€[ii, î+Jl(a) + i*] we have |x (0 l<# 1 +2 and 
where B3=B2 is a fixed constant such that 
^ ( O W O ^ W - m a x {P2(s): 0 S i S 5x+2} s i for r S B3. 
Then from 
w , m * - n \ y i m m \ ) [ - w a o ] * 
^ -min {^(r)Pi(r) : J?2(a)} = - m 
we get 
0 ^ V^l+T^+t*, y{ï+TM+t*)) s 
s V2{h, jC^-^t^+TK^+I-iJ ^ W^M-MS+ZW+ï-h]. 
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Therefore, i*-^T2(a) = [W5(p2(a))+ l]/m. This shows only two cases may occur: 
.Case 1. |x( / ) |<5 1+2 for all i+7Uoc)+:r2(a)] and there exists ?2€ 
e['i,i+2"i(a)+r2(a)] with |y(i2)|<53. In this case, \x(t)\^P(By+Bz+2) and 
|y(?)|-:j52(fi1 + 53 + 2) for iS i + 7i(a) + r2(a). 
. Case 2. There exists i+7;(a)+r2(a)] such that |x(r3) |s£1+2. In this 
case, there exist/4, ^ [ / i , i3] with |x(?4)|=.B1+1 and |x(i6) |=51+2 and B x + 1 < 
< |x( i ) l<5 1 +2 for t£(U,tB). By condition (iii) /5-/4sl/£(/?(a)+&(«)), and 
(ii) implies V ^ i + T ^ + T ^ x ^ V ^ Q ^ i t J - i t s - t J m i ^ ^ V ^ - v i a ) , where 
KO) = Vi(t,x(t),y(0), v^lLim+PM^mix), and m{*)=mm{W3(x,y): 
(a), |y|^)?2(a)}. Making the choice /=/m=/0+wPi(«)+T2(a)] 
(jw=0, 1,2,...) we get that either |x(0l<i?(-81+53+2) and |y(r)|<J?2CBi+i?3+2) 
for tmta+1, or 
(3.12) K 1 ( / m + 1 ) s f i (U-v(a ) . 
On the other hand, 0^V1(t)^W2(P(<x)+j?2(a)) for and so (3.12) can not be 
true for m=0, 1, ..., N, where N=N(jx) is a positive integer such that N(a) v(a)> 
>W2(/?(a)+j?2(a)). Therefore, . |x(r) |<^(51+53+2) and + 
for rs/0+[7V(a) + l][7;(a)+r2(a)]. This completes the proof. 
Example 3.4. Consider the Lienard equation with forcing term 
(3.13) x+/(x)x+g(x)=p(t), 
where / (x ) and g(x) are continuous for x£ R andp( t ) is continuous for / s 0 . Besides, 
we assume that 
(i) / ( x ) > l ; 
(ii) x{g(x)-x[ / (x)- l ]}sO; 
«0 
(iii) / |p(s)|tfc<co. 
• • 0 
Then the solutions of (3.13) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Proof. System (3.13) is equivalent to 
(3.14) x = - x + y , y = ~{g(x)-x[f(x)-l]}-[f(x)-l]y+p(t). 
Let V(t, x, y) = [y2+2 / {g(r)-r[f(r)-1 ]}dr]ll2+ f |/>(S)| ds. 
0 > 
Then 
' (3.14)(^J X, y ) : : - ; — = - W ( X , y ) . 
[f+2 / {^Cr)-rLT(r)-1]> 
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Then |_y|>0 implies W(x,y)>0. On the other hand, for the subsystem x——x 
the auxiliary function V2(t, x)=x2, N(r)=2r and W6(r)=2r2 satisfy condition 
(iii) of Theorem 3.5 and so the solutions of (3.13) are U.B. and U.U.B. by Theorem 
3.6. 
4. An application to a holonomic scleronomic mechanical system 
Consider a holonomic scleronomic mechanical system of n degrees of freedom 
being under the action of potential, disspative and gyroscopic forces. The motions 
such a system can be described by the Langrangian equation 
.... d dT dT , . 
<41) -dfW~W = ~W~Bq+Gq' 
where q, q£ R" are the vectors of the generalized coordinates and velocities, respec-
tively, n=n(t, q) is the potential energy, T=T(q, q)=(l/2)qTA(q)q is the kinetic 
energy where A(q) is a symmetric nXn matrix function (vT denotes the transposed 
of t^R"); B=B(t, q) is the symmetric positive semi-definite nXti matrix function 
of dissipation, and G=G(t, q) is the antisymmetric nXn matrix of the gyroscopic 
coefficients. 
By the Hamiltonian variables q,p=A(q)q system (4.1) can be rewritten into 
the form 
/ A • • , T>\ 
( 4 - 2 ) q = w p = ~ w + ( G ~ B ) w 
where H=H(t,p,q) is the total mechanical energy: 
H = H(t, q, p) = T+n = (l/2)pTA~1(q)p-fn(t, q). 
Choose the auxiliary functions V=H(t,p,q), W=pTq. Their derivatives with 
respect to (4.2) read as follows: 
M-
wfiere $(t,q) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix B(t, q); A(q) denotes 
the largest eigenvalue of A(q). It is known from the mechanics that the kinetic energy 
is a positive definite quadratic form of the velocities, consequently A(q)>0 for all 
qe R". 
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Let 
A~\q) = {ajiq))^, 
, ( dar/jq) da^jq)) A - l f / A n n , , V—Hi——H J D = (du)nx»> 
ek = ^ ^t^-PiPi, e = (e„ ...,e„)r. 
Then for P:=pTA~l(q)p, its derivative with respect to (4.2) is 
P = [ — y jjPTA-\q)p+{G-B)A-\q)p^ A~\q)p + 
+pTA-*(q)[-^-j-!Lp-TA-\q)p+{G-B)A-i(q)p\+PTDp = 
= - 2 [ ^ ^ ^ A - \ q ) p + p T A - \ q ) [ ( G - B Y H G - B ) \ A - \ q ) p -
-pTA~Hq)^[pTA-Hq)p}+PTDp A~Hq)p-
-2pTA-\q)BA-i(q)p-pTA-1(q)e+pTDp-, 
j^n (t,q) F2(q, p) + Fs(q, p), [P]+ S 
where 
F2(q, p) = 2\A~\q)p\, Fs(q, p) = \p\\A~\q)\ \e\ + \D\p\ 
Similarly, 
W = pTq+p^=-[^^]%^eTq+pTA-Hq)(G-B)Tq+pTA-1(q)p, 
\W\ S | qT d7t(^q)\-\ G(t, q)—B(t, q)\Fs(q, p)-Ft(q, p), 
where 
/r4(i,P) = yHkl + M"1(?)!/'2, Fh(q,p) = \A-\q)\\q\\p\. 
It is easy to prove that Ft(q,p) are continuous for p, q£R", and for every M>0 , 
lim sup F:(q,p)=0 for /=2, . . . , 5. Therefore, from Theorem 3.3 and Remark 
p-° |,| S M 
3.5, we. get the following 
Corol lary 4.1. Suppose that there are iJsO and unbounded pseuido wedges 
W^W^such that 
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(i) for 0 and R"; 
(ii) for every M > 0 the function /?M(i)=nrin {/?(/, q): is weakly 
integrally positive; 
(iii) there is a continuous function r: R+XR+->-R+ such that r(t,u) is increasing 
with respect to u for every t£ R+ and [dn(t, q)/dt]+^r(t, n(t, q)) for ?£R+ and 
qe R"; 
OO 
(iv) for every w0=»0 there is a ux>-u0 with J r(s, u^ ds-^^—u^, 
0 
(v) for every Af >0 the function \dn(t, q)jdq\ is bounded for rsO and \q\^M; 
(vi) for every M>B there are /¿M>0 and KM> 0 such that \qTdn(t,q)/dq\^fiM 
\G(t,q)-B(t,q)\sKM for i s 0 and B^\q\^M. 
Then the motions are U.B. andE.U.B. 
I f , in addition, PM(t) is integrally positive, then the motions are U.B. and U.U.B. 
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